DON'T LET
MONEY BE
A PROBLEM!
If you think property and generating cash
is for people who already have cash you
are completely wrong.
You can use many creative property
strategies to build your cashflow.
Some property trainers (self-proclaimed
gurus) will tell you that if you use X
strategy you can get rich quick!
Let me be totally honest with you. Property
and using strategies is not simple and does
not make you rich overnight.

Who Am I?
My name is Paul Rose and I went from zero to being all
but retired at 43 and living overseas.

However, the truth is you can generate a
very healthy income if you learn multiple
strategies and you know how to apply them
in real world situations.

I did that via property and property based businesses. I
started as an agent, became a sourcer and then cofounded the UKs first ever sourcing network with over
50+ offices.

I'm always saying that property is a great
way to get rich quicker than your day job.

That's the short version, but these days I help others get
educated, without the high ticket costs others
charge!

You can build a 6 figure business and
beyond AND if your clever about your
approach you can go full time and quit the
day job once your business scales up.
But the bottom line is, you have to learn
how, before you get out there and take
action.
I hope you enjoy this guide!

I am a firm believer in property education minus all the
usual B.S. you normally get from the guru types!
My only aim is to help others see what property can do
for them and to help them in their business as much as I
can.
If you have any questions, reach out to me on social
media or drop me an email below:
support@psnproperty.co.uk

No Money Down Explained:
No money down is a term often used to get
'newbies to property' excited about investing,
potentially with zero capital.
I mean it sounds ridiculous…
You can invest in property with no money at all?
Well it’s not strictly true (it’s not you physically
investing.) However, one way to do this, is you can
use joint ventures (JV’s) as a way of doing property
projects with zero of your own money involved.
The benefits are it allows you, to still get involved in
projects and generate lump sums of profit without
having to find the cash to do it yourself.
Obviously the big draw here is being able to generate
lump sums of money (thousands).
But unlike others I really want to dig down and show
you a way that you can do this... and hopefully this
guide answer's all the questions floating around in
your head right now.
Commonly Used No Money Down Property Strategies:
Joint Ventures using Other Peoples Money (O.P.M.)
Lease Options (agree to lease a property for 5 to 7 years, then you tenant the property)
Assisted Sales (agree to refurbish at the owners cost, add value and when the property sells you
split the profits. Kind of like doing a flip but without buying the property.)
Rent 2 Buy OR Rent to Own (agree to lease a property and you have the option to buy later)
Some other strategies are often said to be 'no money down' but strictly speaking they aren't really.
What am I referring to?
Rent to Rent and Rent to Rent S.A. are often thought of as 'no money down', however, unless you are
merely taking over an operational HMO or an already running S.A. unit, you will undoubtedly have setup costs that could set you back anything between a few thousand pounds and £10,000.
For this reason we have left out these strategies as it could be misleading to say they are N.M.D.
when usually there is some capital needed before you get any cashflow.

Why Would Somebody Give You Money?
Why Would Somebody Give You Money?
Many investors and people with access to money,
don’t want to get their hands dirty.
But they do want to generate a good return/profit in a
short space of time - and a JV is perfect for them.
You bring them a property project and offer a return or
profit share and they fund it and you do all the work in
terms of managing the process. It’s a win-win
situation for both parties.
From your point of view… It’s a great way to do a
project you might have seen, but you just cannot get
your hands on the cash or finance it, at that particular
time.
I’m sure you have seen things and thought to yourself
- ‘If only I had the money to do that!’
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A joint venture with an investor, allows you to get the deal done and also enjoy the profits, by
using somebody else’s money to fund the whole deal.
It makes investing in property and building wealth easier and more attainable, especially if like
above, you have a cashflow issue or just have your cash tied up elsewhere in other projects.
This is a very common way, that you can generate cash from property with N.M.D. (no money
down).
• Without buying a property
• Without credit checks
• Without having a deposit
• No money needed from you
Sounds far-fetched (until you know how to do it!)

The Mindset Of The Investors You Need to Find!
The Mindset of The Investors You Need to Find!
They don’t want to invest long-term or build a portfolio,
they just want a good return on their money in a short
space of time, usually 6 to 8 months for example.
There are lots of people with money sat in the bank
earning zero interest!
Cash rich people who understand the need for making
their money work harder for them are your prime client!
They can either leave it in the bank earning them nothing
OR put it to use and invest short-term to gain a better
return, hands free.
A joint venture partner is anybody with money who wants
to invest short term. It could be a family member or
friend! Looking closer to home is sometimes an option.

Don't Pay For Expensive Property Training With Others!
How Can You Find Investors Like This?
They don’t grow on trees, but they can be found very easily. This is not rocket science, it's just about
putting in the hard work and being consistent. Remember just one JV partner could mean ££££'s.
I had a mentee today, tell me he had scoured property groups looking at the comments on other
peoples posts and reached out to them. He had signed up several investors in a few days!
If your pro-active you can find JV partners!
Use LinkedIn and look for property investors locally and based elsewhere (even overseas)
Network locally at property networking and business networking events
Attend any landlord meetings that local agents put on
Start a local networking meeting and advertise it using sites like www.meetup.com
Share you have an event coming up for local investors on social media (use Eventbrite!)
Tell people (friends and family) what you are doing and who you are looking for!
There are no excuses, if you put in the hard work you can find willing people who would be open to
working with you on a JV project.
I have another mentee who completed two JV's and went full-time in property! It's worth the effort!

Joint Ventures are Powerful on Your Property Journey!
Joint Ventures are Powerful on Your Property Journey!
Whilst you might be leveraging the investors’ money… you can be sure, they are leveraging your
knowledge, your access to properties and potential projects and your contacts to get the project done.
It's plain and simple, If you are looking to build your own pot of cash and you want to do a project, you
cannot afford to do yourself, then this is how you do it!
Look at it this way.... most of us use leverage to buy property anyway - we get a mortgage and use
the banks money to buy it.
It’s the same principle here, but the big bonus is... you generate the cash and you don't need to use any
of your own money. What's not to love with this strategy?

‘LEVERAGING’ IS YOUR
FRIEND AND IT WILL
TAKE YOU PLACES YOU
CANNOT GO ALONE.

How to Structure A No Money Down JV Deal
The Two Ways You Could Structure a J.V. Deal!
There are a couple of ways you can do this:
1.You find an investor and you offer them a fixed
return they won’t get anywhere else. This is called a
‘fixed interest J.V. (joint venture).’ Typically you
might offer an investor an 8% to 12% return on their
money, that they put into a project.
2.Another way is you do a basic ‘profit share’ which
could be 50/50 and you split the profit, once the
property is either sold or re-mortgaged.
In both the above scenarios you will need to have a
‘JV Agreement’ drawn up which is a legal document
whereby you both agree who does what in the project
and you cover how the money will be transferred and
used etc.
If you do a ‘Fixed Interest JV you may need to also use
whats called a ‘Loan Agreement’ which details who is
lending who the money, and what it will be used for.
It also details the expected returns and timescales
agreed on the project.
*This would be in addition to a JV agreement.
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No Money Down Joint Venture Workflow

So how does it work step by step?
You research your area you operate in, let’s say it’s Liverpool L17 postcode. So in that area you know
the average prices for properties for sale and also the DUV (done up value) of properties.
Once you know this, you can quickly spot potential flips and refurb opportunities in that area.
Ultimately you should ask yourself:
Can you buy a property, refurbish the property, and sell it for that ‘done up value’ and get the investor
an 8% to 12% return or an agreeable amount of profit on their cash?
It’s a very simple calculation to work out.
You know what the for-sale price is. You know what the done-up value is. The only change-able
figure is how much will the refurb or works cost?
Builders are your friends (or should be!) Go to viewings with a builder in tow, to get a rough costing
initially. If your confident costing up a rough figure yourself then great. But you will need to get a
quote for the works eventually.
Your figures have to be realistic and doable’ in the real world and not guesstimated before engaging
with a potential investor / JV partner.
Another thing to keep in mind is the investor may use bridging finance to purchase the property. In
this scenario you must factor in the cost of the finance, over the time it takes to get the refurb done
and the property either sold or refinanced onto a traditional mortgage.

Should I Do A Joint Venture As A Newbie?
Should You Consider a Joint Venture as a Newbie to Property?
In a nutshell, probably not… but it does happen. It depends if you have refurbished property before.
You might have refurbished your own home.
If you understand the mechanics of managing trades people and keeping a tight grip on the refurb
budget then yes. Some experience is good!
But as a complete newbie to property, you don’t want to be making any mistakes with somebody
else’s cash, if you have zero experience of refurbishing a property.
Joint ventures are a great way to gain valuable experience and manage a project or refurb. You will
learn a lot of skills and learn how to deal with timescales, cashflow and trades people, to get the job
completed.
The reward is obviously money and people are driven by that end reward, but never focus on the
prize only. You have to be sure you can deliver the end result, on time and on budget.

So in summary:
You go find a property, analyse the numbers and data, and make sure the project would generate an
agreeable amount of profit or return for your investor / joint venture partner.
The investor brings the money or finance to the deal. (They buy and own the property ultimately).
You would typically manage the refurbishment and keep the costs on track and the refurb on time.
Once the refurb is completed the property is either sold or refinanced to release the profit.
Some builders have teams of trades people and will even offer to project manage it themselves (for
a fee) but you should always ask for evidence of them doing similar projects and ask did they
complete it on time and speak to previous clients.
Just bear in mind good builders are never out of work!
If somebody can start the job ‘whenever’… you should probably be wary and wonder why they are’nt
busy.
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